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Used by more than 30 million people worldwide, Star Chart provides a magical stargazing experience like no other. You can now have a virtual planetarium in your pocket! Look through the eyes of your Android device to see virtual windows throughout the visible universe. All you have to do is point your
Android deviceº in the sky and Star Chart will tell you exactly what you see. Using advanced GPS technology, an accurate 3D universe, and all the latest high-tech functionality, Star Chart calculates - in real time - the current location of every visible star and planet from Earth and shows you where they
are; even in broad daylight! Want to know what the so-called bright star is? Point your device there - you probably just know it's a planet! Want to know what the night sky looks like to the people on the other side of the earth? Well just point your device down! Want to know where your asterisk is in the
sky? Star Chart will tell you all this and more. Star Chart features include:- Just navigate and view. No need to scroll the screen to find out what you see*.- Or, look at the sky using finger gestures - perfect for armchair astronomers!- Voice Control: Explore the solar system with commands like: Fly me to
the Moon / Go to Saturn / Tour Mars / See Andromeda / Where are the Cigar Galaxies? [English only]- Supports dynamic device orientation display. Allows you to see the night sky while holding your Android device at any angle.- Accurately depicts all visible stars from the northern and southern
hemispheres - a total of more than 120,000 stars!- Fly to and explore all the planets of the solar system, their moons and the sun are all rendered in beautiful 3D with advanced visual effects.- Featuring all 88 constellations, with constellation imagery based on beautiful artwork by 17th-century astronomer
Johannes Hevelius.- Includes messier's entire catalog of exotic deep celestial objects.- Using the powerful Time Shift feature allows you to shift up to 10,000 years ahead or back in time.- Tap anything in the sky and get facts about what you see, including distance and brightness.- Very powerful zoom
function , allows you to see the sky in extra detail, using intuitive finger gestures.- Fully configurable. Star Chart only displays the sky objects you're interested in.- Allows you to see the sky below the horizon. So now you can see where the sun is, even at night!- Manually set your location to find out what
the sky looks like from anywhere in the world.- Full search featureSo point your Android device at the sky and see what's out there!------------ Star Chart published by Escape Velocity and developed by Escapist Games Ltd. We update the Star Chart regularly, so please send feedback and feature requests
to starchart@escapistgames.com. And thank you for all your feedback so far! Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/starchart Follow Star Chart on Twitter: Twitter: Augmented Reality (AR) mode is only available if your device supports it, as this feature requires a built-in compass. Manual scrolling is
supported on all other devices.* Star Chart does not require internet access for normal use. Internet access is only required at first to verify the license and then when accessing support pages and external links.- Improved Location Settings, adding the ability to select City- Bug fixes used by more than 30
million people worldwide, Star Chart provides a magical stargazing experience like no other. You can now have a virtual planetarium in your pocket! Look through the eyes of your Android device to see virtual windows throughout the visible universe. All you have to do is point your Android deviceº in the
sky and Star Chart will tell you exactly what you see. Using advanced GPS technology, an accurate 3D universe, and all the latest high-tech functionality, Star Chart calculates - in real time - the current location of every visible star and planet from Earth and shows you where they are; even in broad
daylight! Want to know what the so-called bright star is? Point your device there - you probably just know it's a planet! Want to know what the night sky looks like to the people on the other side of the earth? Well just point your device down! Want to know where your asterisk is in the sky? Star Chart will tell
you all this and more. Star Chart features include:- Just navigate and view. No need to scroll the screen to find out what you see*.- Or, look at the sky using finger gestures - perfect for armchair astronomers!- Voice Control: Explore the solar system with commands like: Fly me to the Moon / Go to Saturn /
Tour Mars / See Andromeda / Where are the Cigar Galaxies? [English only]- Supports dynamic device orientation display. Allows you to see the night sky while holding your Android device at any angle.- Accurately depicts all visible stars from the northern and southern hemispheres - a total of more than
120,000 stars!- Fly to and explore all the planets of the solar system, their moons and the sun are all rendered in beautiful 3D with advanced visual effects.- Featuring all 88 constellations, with constellation imagery based on beautiful artwork by 17th-century astronomer Johannes Hevelius.- Includes
messier's entire catalog of exotic deep celestial objects.- Using the powerful Time Shift feature allows you to shift up to 10,000 years ahead or back in time.- Tap anything in the sky and get facts about what you see, including distance and brightness.- Very powerful zoom function , lets you see the sky in
extra detail, using intuitive finger gestures.- configurable. Star Chart only displays the sky objects you're interested in.- Allows you to see the sky below the horizon. So now you can see where the sun is, even at night!- Set your location manually to find out what the sky looks like in the world.- Full search
featureSo point your Android device to the sky and see what's out there!------------ Star Chart is published by Escape Velocity Ltd. and developed by Escapist Games Ltd. We update the Star Chart regularly, so please send starchart@escapistgames.com feedback and feature requests. And thank you for
all your feedback so far! Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/starchart Follow Star Chart on Twitter: StarChartAppº Augmented Reality (AR) mode is only available if your device supports it, as this feature requires a built-in compass. Manual scrolling is supported on all other devices.* Star Chart
does not require internet access for normal use. Internet access is only required at first to verify the license and then when accessing support pages and external links.- Improved Location Settings, adding the ability to select City Training Goals- Bug fixes 2.3 STARS Program STARS is designed to
facilitate the development of relationships between prospective foster parents and adoptive parents and co-coaches that promote the communication needed to build a team. This is achieved through the content of the curriculum and the methods used to present the material. Foster/Adopt STARS' specific
goal is to help prospective foster parents and adoptive parents: Discuss realistic expectations about themselves and the agency; Identify their strengths and needs in fostering or adopting; Draw up a plan to build strength and make ends meet; Make informed decisions about their willingness and ability to
work together to connect children with safe and nurturing relationships that are meant to last a lifetime; Learn about the goals and objectives of the agency's foster and family adoption programs, and its relationship with other child welfare services; Learn about the selection process and criteria for
licensing, certifying, or approved as a foster parent or adoptive parent; Learn about the laws, regulations, policies, and values that direct child welfare programs in general and foster and family adoption programs in particular; Get realistic information about the needs, and strengths, of children and their
families who voluntarily or unknowingly require foster care and family adoption services; Learn about the role of foster parents and adoptive parents as effective and important members of the professional team, including expectations, responsibilities, such as applying Reasonable and Prudent Parenting
Standards, rights, potential rewards and potential risks, such as allegations of abuse; Learn the difference between foster care and adoption parenting about attachment, commitment, family relationships or child origin, providing foster youth with age-appropriate activities and development, expectations,
responsibilities, support, lifelong impact; Learn knowledge practice the skills necessary to become a licensed parent, foster care, or adoption Learn about family diversity; Share similar and different knowledge, ideas, and values by participating in a group preparation program; Consider the impact of
fostering or adopting on themselves, their children, and all aspects of their family life, including employment, health and mental health, and financial resources; Experience a professional team while operating within the agency, as the program must be done by experienced Child Services staff assisted by
experienced foster parents and adoptive parents who can model teamwork; Learn about foster parent associations or adoptive parent support groups that can provide valuable information, friendship, peer support, and advocacy; Develop admiration and respect for the role of adoptive parents and
adoptive parents in caring for vulnerable children; and, with agencies, together; Assess their willingness and ability to be: Foster parents who can: Protect and care for children who have been physically abused, sexually abused, emotionally treated, abandoned, neglected and/or who have special medical
needs; Meet the developmental needs of these children and address their developmental delays; Support relationships between children and their parents, siblings and relatives fully; Help connect children with safe and nurturing lifelong relationships, with reunification with parents or relatives as the
primary purpose; Work collaboratively with agencies as effective and important professional team members; Apply reasonable and Prudent Parenting Standards in decision-making for the participation of foster youth in age-appropriate activities and developmental or, adoptive parents who can: Protect
and care for children who have been physically abused, sexually abused, emotionally abused, abandoned, neglected and/or who have special medical needs; Meet the developmental needs of these children and overcome developmental delays; Support the relationship between children and their
parents, siblings and relatives as they should; Make an earnest commitment to give the child a safe and nurturing relationship that is meant to last a lifetime; and Work collaboratively with agencies as effective and important members of the professional team to finalize adoption. 2.3.2 Competency
Competency and Competency Learning Objectives take into account the knowledge, attitude, and practice of the person in performing the desired skills necessary to successfully parent a child in the custody of the Division. Competency for Foster/Adopt STARS was developed by developing
competencies work group of Illinois Foster PRIDE/Adopt PRIDE Steering Committee. They turned to the recommendations of the National Family Fostering Commission (organized by the American children work with the National Foster Parent Association) as well as with other consultants. The result is
the development of the field of responsibility or competency category. Competency Competency for adoptive parents include: Protecting and nurturing; Meet development needs and address developmental delays; Support the relationship between children and their birth families; Connecting children with
safe and nurturing relationships that are meant to last a lifetime; and Work as a professional team member. One way this competency is demonstrated is in the ability of parents resources to implement the Necessary Reasonable and Prudent Parenting Standards. The categories of competencies of
adoptive parents are developed through consultation with additional adoption experts and include: Knowing how unique adoption families are; Understand the importance of separation, loss, and sadness in the adoption process; Understanding attachments and their importance in the adoption process;
Anticipate and manage challenges as an adoptive family; and make a lifelong commitment to a child. From competency categories, specific competencies are developed. Since some knowledge and skills are essential before children are placed with family and other knowledge and skills will be more
appropriate for licensing, competency training is organized into two groups - pre-service and core. Pre-service competencies are an important grouping of knowledge and skills for foster parents and adoptive parents before the child is placed. Foster/Adopt STARS only addresses competencies at the pre-
service level. For example, the competency of pre-service training for foster parents is: Foster parents know that regular visits and other types of contact can strengthen the relationship between children and their birth families. Core competencies are knowledge and skills that are more effectively learned
after a foster parent is licensed, and a child is placed. Core competencies are usually what foster parents gain in the first two years of their experience. An example of core competency is that foster parents can support visits and contacts that suit every child/family situation. Foster STARS discusses
competencies at the core level. As foster parents become more experienced, they will need advanced and specialized competencies. Advanced competencies are built on core competencies. For example, advanced competency is that foster parents are able to demonstrate parenting skills for the parents
of children in their care. Special competencies relate to certain areas of expertise, such as working with teenage parents, caring for medically fragile children, or preparing teenagers for young adult life. These competencies are used to direct the development of all learning objectives in sessions and at
home included in Foster/Adopt STARS. This learning objective directs the development of all materials included in this training program. The American Child Welfare League Standard for Family Foster Children (revised 1993) refers to the competency category here at Foster/Adopt STARS. Memoranda
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